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A
chieving a complete manipulation of
the generally weak optical signal
from a single quantum emitter is a

key objective in nanophotonics. To this end,
two major routes have been investigated:
plasmonicmetal nanostructures1�11 and di-
electric photonic crystals.12�21 Both routes
have demonstrated breakthrough results in
tailoring the photoluminescence intensity,
spectrum, or directionality of single emit-
ters. The plasmonic approach has put the
most emphasis on the nanoscale anten-
na element to control single-emitter radia-
tion1,2,22�24 via the strong electromagnetic
enhancement in the near field of metals. In
contrast, the photonic crystal approach cen-
ters on the use of coherent scattering to
boost the interaction strength of intrinsi-
cally weakly scattering building blocks.
State-of-the-art structures use thin high-
index membranes perforated by nanoaper-
tures, in which the guidedmodes fold into a
complex band structure. Spontaneous
emission control then revolves around the
targeted coupling of an emitter to select
Bloch modes, with well-controlled out-
coupling characteristics. Very recently, inter-
est has emerged in the interplay between
these two approaches, implying the use of a
coherent array of plasmonic resonators to
shape the luminescence emission proper-
ties. Two key examples are provided on one
hand by the use of diffractive modes in 2D

arrays of plasmon particles to shape emis-
sion of thin emissive layers10,11,25�27 and on
the other hand by the demonstration of
Yagi�Uda antennas with a single quantum
dot emitter in the optical regime,3 where
coherent near -field coupling between scat-
tering nanoparticles is determinant to
achieve directional emission.6

Here, we investigate the emergence of
coherent antenna array effects to shape the
fluorescence emission of single molecules
in finite-sized bidimensional arrays of aper-
tures milled into a metal film that supports
surface plasmon guided modes. Transmis-
sion properties of quasi-infinite aperture ar-
rays and single holes have been thoroughly
investigated in the framework of extraor-
dinary optical transmission.28 As reviewed
by Garcia-Vidal et al. and de Abajo,29,30

transmissionmeasurements show sharp, dis-
persive features that are frequently likened
to a folding of the free surface plasmon
dispersion relation into a band structure,
where the scattering potential that sets
the interaction strength is set by the single-
aperture polarizability. The influence of the
array size was studied by Przybilla31 and by
Henzie.32 The transmission of just a small
patch of nanoaperture lattice is the well-
known very broad single-hole resonance,
on which even for very small patches the
sharp features of extraordinary optical trans-
mission are superimposed. As a function of
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ABSTRACT Plasmonics and photonic crystals are two complementary approaches to tailor single-

emitter fluorescence, using strong local field enhancements near metals on one hand and spatially

extended photonic band structure effects on the other hand. Here, we explore the emergence of

spontaneous emission control by finite-sized hexagonal arrays of nanoapertures milled in gold film. We

demonstrate that already small lattices enable highly directional and enhanced emission from single

fluorescent molecules in the central aperture. Even for clusters just four unit cells across, the directionality is set by the plasmonic crystal band structure, as

confirmed by full-wave numerical simulations. This realization of plasmonic phase array antennas driven by single quantum emitters opens a flexible

toolbox to engineer fluorescence and its detection.
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patch size, these features sharpen and show small
shifts. On the basis of this work we examine if, even
in small nanoaperture patches, periodic lattice physics
controls phased array antenna design for single mol-
ecules. We show the possibility of effective beam
shaping by as few as 25 scatterers. In a direct plasmonic
analogy of photonic crystals milled in dielectrics, we
consider hexagonal arrays of nanoapertures milled in
gold film, immersed in a dilute solution of fluorescent
molecules (Figure 1). Only the central aperture is
illuminated by a tightly focused pump laser beam.
The driving source for the fluorescence emission
stands in themolecules located in the central aperture,
which serves asa feedelement for the rest of theantenna
array. In this paper, we show that the plasmonic crystal
band structure of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) is
effective even in very small clusters of apertures to tailor
the radiation pattern of single molecules and provide
a substantial absolute increase in measured brightness
per molecule. To support our experiment, we start from
a general model to calculate the radiation pattern for
arbitrary arrangements of nanoapertures driven by a
single molecule, which enables the design of radiation
patterns without symmetry constraints. For the specific
case of periodic arrangements as in our experiment, the
calculation ultimately reduces to a folding of the dis-
persion relation of the SPP dispersion into bands that
emerges in the radiation patterns. While, formally, a
band structure, i.e., a sharp ω(k) relation, exists only in
infinite, lossless systems, in the plasmonic case, the
band structure pertains to lossy modes (radiative loss
and absorptive loss). For perforated films, this band
structure is well known, reveals itself in experiments as
broadenedbands, and is close to the folded free surface
plasmon dispersion relation, in which narrow stop gaps
open up.33�35 In agreementwith our data and full-wave
simulations, the model predicts strong directionality
for frequencies near the closing of the second plasmon
band, at the center of the Brillouin zone. We find
that the local density of photonic states (LDOS)

enhancement that we measure is independent of the
lattice and primarily determined by the central aper-
ture. Fluorescence directionality and absolute extracted
flux per molecule as caused by the phased array
behavior can thus be tuned independently from LDOS
enhancement.
The significance of this study is twofold. First, from a

conceptual point of view, it investigates the buildup of
directionality by coherent scattering in antenna arrays
driven by a single emitter. Second, from an application-
driven point of view, we demonstrate enhanced direc-
tional emission of fluorescence into a narrow angular
cone that can be efficiently collected by a simple
low numerical aperture optical lens. On the basis of
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy data, we pro-
vide quantitatively calibrated evidence of a large
per-molecule brightness increase of 40 times in the
forward direction. This property is desirable to achieve
high-sensitivity fluorescence detection with simple
optical systems. The performance of our structures is
on par with earlier work7,8,36 that used nanoapertures
surrounded bymilled corrugations in a so-called “bull's
eye” configuration. Conceptually, however, nanoaper-
ture arrays have as a major advantage that the emis-
sion characteristics rigorously factorize in a single hole
“structure factor” and an “array factor” that encodes the
geometric hole arrangement. This separation tremen-
dously simplifies modeling and opens up a rich set of
beam-shaping design options for metasurface sub-
strates, much like the beam shape and polariza-
tion control possible with broad-area photonic crystal
emitters.21 Furthermore, we note that the aperture
arrays reported here are technically much simpler to
fabricate, for instance lending themselves to large-
scale replication via soft conformal imprint techniques
or template stripping.37�39

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To obtain directed fluorescence emission normal to
the sample plane, we design the plasmonic band
structure so that the center wavelength for fluores-
cence emission for our fluorophore (around 660 nm)
falls near a plasmonic band edge that closes at the
Γ-point (k|| = 0). This condition sets the pitch between
neighboring apertures to about one SPP wavelength.
Specifically, we fabricated optically thick gold films
(150 nm thick) on a glass substrate and drilled nano-
apertures of 140 nm diameter in lattices of 440 nm pitch
using focused ion beam milling. A series of samples was
generated with increasing number of rings of holes
around a central aperture from 0 (single aperture) to 3,
placing the holes in a hexagonal lattice.
To record the influence of the plasmonic band

structure on single-molecule fluorescence emission,
we cover each sample with a water solution containing
Alexa Fluor 647 dye at 1 μM concentration (Figure 1a),
which infiltrates the nanoapertures. Diffusion ensures a

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the sample consisting of a 150 nm
thick gold film on glass with apertures of 140 nm diameter
at 440 nm pitch. A drop of 1 μM solution of Alexa Fluor 647
in a water saline solution is placed on top of the sample. (b)
SEM image and (c) confocal fluorescence scan of a hexago-
nal array consisting of a central hole with one shell of
apertures around it. The scale bars correspond to 1 μm.
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continuous exchange of fluorophores in the aperture
with the reservoir in the droplet and thus avoids
photobleaching of the aperture fluorescence. The di-
pole orientation of the fluorophores in the liquid is
random and constantly changing. Thus all measured
quantities are averages over thedipole orientation. The
sample is placed on a sample-scanning confocal in-
verted microscope and excited using a laser beam at
633 nm wavelength. As the confocal scan in Figure 1c
shows, the different apertures constituting the array
are well resolved by our confocal setup. We obtain very
bright fluorescence with count rates above 300 kHz
when exciting the center aperture and counts below
1 kHz when illuminating the gold film. Importantly, for
each experiment reported below, we keep the position
of the sample fixed and centered on the laser focus,
making sure to excite only the central hole of each
array. As part of our measurement protocol, prior to
assessing directionality, we benchmark the number of
fluorescing molecules in the center aperture on the
basis of “fluorescence correlation spectroscopy”.40 This
is performed by computing the second-order temporal
correlation of the fluorescence intensity, as previously
established.7 We find that for all structures, indepen-
dently of the total number of holes in the cluster, we
detect almost the same number of contributing mol-
ecules (ÆNæ = 3.5 ( 0.7).
To analyze the angular fluorescence emission, we

record the fluorescence intensity distribution in the
back focal plane (Fourier plane) of a 1.2 NA water
immersion objective on a charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera. The radial coordinate in these images
scales as the numerical aperture sin θ for the emission,
and thus the CCD images represent the intensity I(θ,j)
emitted from the plasmonic crystal structure for differ-
ent angular directions, where θ is measured from the
sample normal and j is the azimuthal angle. Figure 2
summarizes our main experimental results, namely,
the evolution of the radiation pattern as captured in
the back focal plane images as a function of lattice size.
A single aperture (Figure 2a,e) does not show any
significant directional feature, although emission is

more directional than a Lambertian emitter would
be. In Fourier imaging with a high NA aplanatic objec-
tive, a truly Lambertian emitter would in fact show as a
disk with highest intensity at the edge of the back focal
plane image.41,42 In stark contrast to the rather fea-
tureless single-hole radiation pattern, when the central
aperture is surrounded by three shells of holes, the
radiation pattern appears clearly structured (Figure 2d,h).
In particular, a significant beaming is observed in the
forward direction, and the central beam is accompa-
nied by a set of six side lobes reproducing the 6-fold
symmetry of the lattice. Remarkably, we obtain direc-
tional emission despite the averaging over all emitter
orientations. On one hand this demonstrates robust-
ness of the observed directionality, while on the other
hand further improvements might be possible if stra-
tegies to localize sources on the nanoscale would be
employed.3 Although only the center aperture is ex-
cited, the entire lattice structure contributes to deter-
mine the angular distribution of the fluorescence
emission. We relate this strong directionality in the
normal direction to constructive interferences be-
tween the fluorescence light directly emitted from
the central aperture into the far field and the surface-
wave coupled fluorescence emission that is scattered
into the far field by the neighboring apertures. A
necessary condition for such constructive interference
is that the aperture-to-aperture pitch corresponds to
approximately one SPP wavelength on the gold/glass
interface. This condition can be understood equiva-
lently in k-space as requiring operation exactly at the
condition of second-order Bragg diffraction for the
surface plasmonwave, i.e., at the closing of a plasmonic
band near the Γ-point of the lattice. Importantly, the
observation of strong directionality demonstrates
that the neighboring apertures coherently re-emit
the surface-wave fluorescence light stemming from
a single molecule. Incoherent superposition of the
fluorescence light emitted by different molecules
would result only in the same featureless and broad
radiation pattern observed for a single (isolated)
aperture.

Figure 2. (a) Scanning electronmicrographs of a single-hole structure and hexagonal clusters with (b) 7, (c) 19, and (d) 37 unit
cells (one, two, and three shells) around the central aperture (the scale bar is 1 μm). (e�h) Back focal plane (Fourier plane)
images representing the radiationpatterns for the structures in (a)�(d). Note that only the central aperturewas illuminatedby
the laser beam in these experiments. The color bar represents a linear scale from 0 to 6000 counts per pixel. (i) Radiated
intensity in counts per second per molecule per solid angle for hexagonal lattices of increasing number of apertures.
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To quantify the directionality relative to the sample
normal, we average back focal plane images over the
azimuthal coordinate, taking into account the weight-
ing caused by the objectives aplanatic lens construc-
tion.42 Polar plots of the azimuthally averaged ra-
diation patterns in Figure 2i demonstrate increased
directionality correlated with growing structure size, in
excellent agreement with the behavior expected for a
coherent phased array antenna. On the basis of the
calibration of the average number of detected mol-
ecules for each sample, we can directly relate the
radiation patterns to detected photon flux permolecule

and per solid angle.7,8 This quantifies the fluorescence
enhancement along each emission direction. Further-
more, we can also compute the directivity figure of
merit for each antenna. In classical antenna theory, the
directivity corresponds to the ratio of the radiated
power density along the direction of strongest emis-
sion relative to the power density radiated by an ideal
isotropic source emitting the same amount of total
power.43 For a single aperture, we measure a fluores-
cence enhancement of 10� integrated over the whole
numerical aperture (as compared to the reference in
solution without aperture) and a corresponding direc-
tivity of 3.4 dB.8 For a hexagonal lattice with three
shells, we record a fluorescence enhancement up to
40� in the forward direction and a directivity of 4.3 dB.
The enhancement and directivity clearly increase with
lattice size, as expected from a spatially distributed
phased array effect.
That a hexagonal lattice provides strong direction-

ality is expected since the radial distance from the
central aperture to the next row of apertures is un-
iquely defined, so that contributions from all apertures
sum up constructively. In other words, the hexagonal
lattice benefits from an almost circular Brillouin zone.
This should be contrasted to the case of square lattices,
which we also investigated to further confirm the
defining role of the band structure for the radiation
pattern. We performed measurements on square lat-
tices of different sizes, all with the same pitch of a =
440 nm as the hexagonal structures and with the same
hole size of 140 nm. Figure 3 shows scanning elec-
tron micrographs of the fabricated square structures

(total size 1, 5, 21, 37 unit cells). As in the case of
hexagonal arrays, we measured radiation patterns and
observed increasing overall collected flux permolecule
as the structure size increases. However, the radiation
pattern is best characterized as a ring with a minimum
in the forward direction. The maximum enhancement
of 2.8� for the square lattice is located at an angle of
θ ≈ 20�, whereas the enhancement in the forward
direction is only 1.9�. This stark contrast with the
hexagonal lattice data can be interpreted in k-space,
first, as the Brillouin zone being more circular for the
hexagonal case and, second, through the fact that at
the same pitch the square lattice reciprocal lattice
vectors differ by a factor of (3/4)1/2 in length.
We now return to the strongly directional radiation

patterns evident for hexagonal lattices and compare
our measurements to 3D electromagnetic simulations
performed with the finite-element method using a
commercial solver (see Methods section). Figure 4a
presents the results for a single aperture surrounded by
two shells of apertures in a hexagonal lattice (corre-
sponding to the experiment depicted in Figure 2c,g).
The simulated radiation patterns bear a substantial de-
pendence on the emission wavelength (we show in
Figure 4b a fluorescence spectrum of Alexa Fluor 647
for reference). The radiation patterns show a marked
transition from highly directional beaming in the forward
direction for wavelengths of 700 nm and above, to a
redistributionof the radiatedpower into six side lobes and
no emission in the forward direction at wavelengths of
685 nm and below. The experimental back focal plane
images actually result from spectral averaging over the
rangefrom670to710nm(gray-shadedregion inFigure4).
This spectral averaging underlies our experimental
observation of strong beaming normal to the sample
accompanied by six side lobes for the hexagonal lattice.
To confirm experimentally the predicted spectral

dependence of the radiation patterns, we record the
fluorescence spectrum after placing a diaphragm in
the back focal plane to transmit only the radiation of
the inner lobe (corresponding to the green circle in
Figure 4a). We report spectra for the structure analyzed
in Figure 2(d,h). The spectra with a diaphragm (green
solid line), without a diaphragm (magenta dashed line),

Figure 3. (a�e) Scanning electron micrographs of square lattices of different size (scale bar: 1 μm), (e�h) corresponding
radiation patterns, and (i) radiated intensity per molecule per steradian.
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and of the reference solution (black solid line) show
marked differences in the region 700�740 nm. In
particular, when we use the diaphragm to select only
the central lobe, the spectrum clearly shows an extra
emission shoulder in the red, consistent with the
prediction from simulations that beaming is strong
only for wavelengths to the red of a sharp cutoff at
700 nm (Figure 4b). The differences are better clarified
by computing the fluorescence enhancement as com-
pared to the confocal reference case (Figure 4c). When
only the central lobe is selected,weobserve a significant
spectral enhancement for wavelengths above 700 nm,
indicating that the central lobe indeed contains signifi-
cantly red-shifted fluorescence emission. This experi-
mental finding stands in excellent agreement with the
predictions from the simulated radiation patterns.
On the basis of measurements and simulations, we

conclude that the hexagonal clusters of apertures
realize a nanoscale phased array antenna, where the
required coupling between scatterers must be me-
diated via surface plasmon polaritons. To underpin this
claim with a simple analytical model, we use a classical
result from radiowave antenna theory.42,43 In the far
field of a phased array antenna of identical elements,
the electric field along an observation direction k̂

(vector of unit length) can be written as

E ¼ eikR

R
S(k̂) ∑

N

n¼ 1
Ane

�ik 3 rn (1)

where R is the radius of the observation sphere, and k=
ω/ck̂. Here, the first term is an overall spherical wave,

and the second term, S(k̂), is the form factor of each
single element, which is in the case of a single nano-
aperture almost but not perfectly isotropic,36 and
corresponds to the measured radiation pattern in
Figure 2e. The final term is the structure factor that is
determined by the positions rn and complex ampli-
tudes An of the scatterers. If we set the apertures to
be driven through the surface plasmon (SPP) waves
launched at the central aperture, we can assume a
complex amplitude An = (AeikSPPrn)/(rn)

1/2. Importantly,
the finite structure phased array response is intimately
related to the infinite-lattice band structure. If we lump
the finite lattice truncation and the 1/

√
r decay to-

gether in a windowing function WN, we can rewrite
eq 1 as

E ¼ eikR

R
S(k̂)

" #
[WN ∑

lattice

ei(kSPPrn � ik 3 rn)] (2)

As recognized by Rigneault,44 the infinite sum over the
entire lattice k is formally equivalent to Harrison's
construction45 for the repeated zone scheme disper-
sion of the surface plasmon dispersion relation. For an
infinite, lossless lattice, the infinite sum results in a
discrete set of circles of radius kSPP centered at the
reciprocal lattice vectors. The rigorous band structure
beyond the folded free surface plasmon dispersion
approximation was defined and calculated by Lalanne
et al.35 For the finite, lossy lattices studied here, the
truncation windowing translates into a blurring of the
infinite lattice band structure, formalized as a convolu-
tion with the Fourier transform W N of the trunca-
tion WN.
Figure 5 shows the folded dispersion relation as aω,

k-diagram, where we calculate kSPP from the surface
plasmon dispersion on the Au/glass interface. As per
the design choice of lattice pitch, we expect the
dispersion relation to cross the Γ-point in the dye
emission spectrum, at 650 nm within the free SPP

Figure 4. (a) Computed radiation patterns into the glass
substrate for selected wavelengths assuming an isotropic
ensemble of emitting dipoles in the central aperture sur-
rounded by two shells of apertures in the hexagonal lattice.
(b) Normalized fluorescence spectra after placing a dia-
phragm (corresponding to the green circle in panel a) in
the back focal plane to transmit only the radiation of the
inner lobe. The reference solution spectrumappears in black,
the hexagonal cluster with two shells and open diaphragm
(full angular integration) is shown by the magenta dashed
line, and the closed diaphragm case is displayed by the solid
green line. (c) Enhancement of the fluorescence intensity per
molecule with an open (magenta dashed line) or closed
diaphragm (solid green line).

Figure 5. Left column: Band diagram of the folded disper-
sion relation of a hexagonal 2D lattice with zero interaction.
Middle column: Characteristic isofrequency cuts through
folded wavevector space at selected frequencies indi-
cated by dashed lines, which are well below, just below,
and just above the second-order SPP Bragg diffraction
condition. Right column: Characteristic radiation patterns
from COMSOL corresponding to the characteristic cuts of
the dispersion relation.
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approximation. In a system with finite interaction
strength one expects a red shift of the entire dispersion
relation35 and the opening of a small stop gap at the
edge of the Brillouin zone, which pushes the lower
band edge further to the red.11,29,33,46 For frequencies
below the band edge, the allowed modes lie on a ring
of wave vector close to k|| = 0. As the wavelength
sweeps from 750 nm to ∼700 nm, we hence expect
increasing directionality as the ring closes. As the band
edge is crossed, emission is funneled into the next
higher order band that does not close at the Γ-point.
Consequently, a steep transition in the radiation pat-
tern is expected to occur from a single lobe to a six-
lobed radiation pattern, as is indeed predicted by the
full-wave simulations. We refer to the Supporting Infor-
mation for a complete theoretical analysis for the
square lattice case (data reported in Figure 3). In brief,
for square lattices the Γ-point crossing of the square
lattice is red-shifted out of the dye emission spectrum.
Instead the fluorescence is coincident with the next
higher band, hence exiting the sample off-normal.
Full-wave simulations further confirm the observed
radiation patterns and reveal that square lattices
allow directional emission normal to the sample
further to the IR, commensurate with the red-shifted
band edge.
Finally, for completeness, we also have measured

the local density of states enhancement that the
nanoaperture arrays provide. From the field of photo-
nic crystals it is well known that redirection effects are
not necessarily related to strong LDOS modifications.
For instance, already at moderate index contrast
marked redirection of emission, diffraction, and band-
edge slow down of light47�50 can occur, although
variations in spontaneous emission rates in such sys-
tems are small.51,52 For both the hexagonal and square
samples and for all patch sizes, we have measured
fluorescence decay traces using time-correlated single
photon counting, pumping with a 636 nm pulsed
diode laser. Independent of array type or size, we
record fluorescence lifetimes in the range τ = 0.49 (
0.01 ns (Figure 6). Comparison with the lifetime of the
open solution of τopen = 1.03 ns yields a significant
shortening of the lifetime in the nanoaperture by a
factor of 2.1. Through the known internal quantum
efficiency, the measured total decay rate can be sepa-
rated as the sum of an intrinsic nonradiative decay rate
that is not modified by photonic environment and the
intrinsic radiative rate on which the photonic environ-
ment acts,22 where by definition the change exactly
equals the LDOS normalized to the vacuumLDOS. Here
the LDOS is rigorously defined as the imaginary part of
Green's function T (G(r0,r0)) and contains the sum of
all decay channels provided by the photonic environ-
ment,41 including those related to decay into any
plasmonicmodeswith strong near-field enhancement,
decay directly into the radiative continuum, and any

quenching that is induced by the vicinity of the metal.
Since the quantum efficiency of Alexa Fluor 647 is
η = 33%, we conclude that in all experiments the
molecules experience a significant LDOS enhancement
by a factor 1/η((τopen/τ)� 1þ η) = 4.4. Importantly, we
find that the measured LDOS inside the central aper-
ture is virtually independent of the lattice structure and
not altered by the formation of a SPP band structure.
Since Wenger et al.53 already reported a complete
study of the radiative and nonradiative decay channels
in single nanoapertures, we do not pursue a decom-
position into the distinct contributions that add up to
the measured LDOS change here. The important con-
clusion for this work is that the nanophotonic control
factorizes into two effects. On one hand directionality
control and an increase in absolute count rate per
molecule are provided via coherent reradiation by the
entire phased array. As in the case of moderate index
photonic crystals, this redirection effect is strong,
although the periodicity has no strong effect on LDOS.
Indeed, the LDOS is governed entirely by the geometry
of the hole to which the fluorophore is directly
coupled. A similar factorization to facilitate nanopho-
tonic design was noted for plasmonic Yagi�Uda an-
tennas, where the entire array determines the overall
directivity, while Purcell enhancement can be inde-
pendently engineered by modifying only the feed
element.6

CONCLUSIONS

Hexagonal clusters of nanoapertures in a plasmonic
film realize a nanoscale phased array antenna to con-
trol single-molecule emission. The formation of a
plasmonic band structure is a simple and powerful
tool to tailor the radiation patterns of localized single
emitters, enabling up to 40 times brightness enhance-
ment per molecule in the forward direction in our
experiment. We demonstrate that even small lattices
with less than 25 elements show such highly

Figure 6. Normalized fluorescence decay traces for the
reference solution (red markers) and the single aperture
(green markers). The normalized decay traces for the hex-
agonal lattices with increasing number of apertures are
found to be identical to the single-aperture case. Solid lines
are fitted decay curves; the black line represents the instru-
ment response function. The inset shows the LDOS en-
hancement versus structure size.
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directional emission that is set by the plasmonic
crystal band structure, in excellent correspondence
with numerical simulations. Interestingly, the single-
emitter radiation pattern can be tuned independently
from the LDOS, as the 4.4-fold Purcell enhance-
ment factor depends only on the geometry of the
central hole that acts as a feed element for the entire
antenna.
Strong directionality of emission was reported ear-

lier in two distinct plasmonic scenarios: on one hand
for Yagi�Uda antennas that are interpreted as a travel-
ingwavephasedarray antennaandon theother hand for
emission of ensembles of fluorophores tuned to diffrac-
tion resonances in infinite periodic arrays.10,11,25�27 Here,
we show that the very same mechanisms that are
explored for infinite arrays of scatterers are already at
play in small phased array antennas, as the band
structure is evident in the emission pattern of sin-
gle emitters in very small clusters of scatterers that
are just a few unit cells across. This demonstration that

infinite-system dispersion relations of diffractive modes
can be used to tailor the behavior of phased array
antennas that are very limited in size is complementary
to the finding for Yagi�Uda antennas that directionality
results from the infinite 1D chain dispersion relation.3,6

While Yagi�Uda antennas are limited to on-axis beam-
ing, diffractive arrays allow much larger flexibility for
beam steering, beam shaping, and polarization con-
trol. Thereby our work opens a rich toolbox to
engineer single photon emitters to emit selectively
in particular angles, in polarization states, or in more
exotic beam profiles such as doughnut modes or
orbital angular momentum beams. As compared to
surface groove milling,7,8,36 the fabrication of an
array of apertures appears as a much simpler and
robust technical solution. Indeed, while the struc-
tures presented in this article were prototyped with
focused ion beammilling, they can be manufactured
on a large scale using replication techniques such as
imprint lithography.37�39

METHODS
Nanofabrication. Our samples consist of a metal film depos-

ited on a glass cover slide (Menzel Gläser #1.5, thickness: 0.17(
0.01 mm) by thermal evaporation. We first evaporated 2 nm
chromium and then 150 nm gold (10�6 mbar, 0.6 Å/s). Several
arrays of nanoapertures (140 nm) were milled into the metal
film by focused ion beam milling. In particular, the arrays
are small periodic hexagonal lattices (1, 7, 19, 37 unit cells;
Figure 2a�d) of 440 nm pitch.

Experimental Setup. The experimental setup is based on a
confocal inverted microscope with a NA = 1.2 water-immersion
objective. The sample is mounted on a computer-controlled
XYZ piezo stage (Polytech PI P-517.3CD), and the dye solution
(≈1 μM Alexa647 in standard phosphate-buffered saline solu-
tion) is dropped on the sample and infiltrates the nanoaper-
tures. A He�Ne laser (λHeNe = 633 nm, continuous wave (CW)) is
focused with a water immersion objective (Zeiss C-apochromat
40�, NA = 1.2) on the sample through the glass slide. For
lifetime measurements, the excitation source is a picosecond
laser diode operating at 636 nm (PicoQuant LDH-P-635, rep-
etition rate 80 MHz). A single-mode optical fiber (Thorlabs
P3-630A- FC-5) ensures a perfect spatial overlap between the
pulsed laser diode and the CW He�Ne laser. The fluorescence
signal is collected through the same objective and is separated
from the pump laser light at a dichroicmirror. For confocal imag-
ing and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) we employ a
30 μm pinhole (effectively 375 nm in the sample plane). Single-
photon detection is performed by avalanche photodiodes (APD)
(Micro Photon Devices MPD-5CTC) in a Hanbury-Brown Twiss
configuration featuring abandpass filter (Omega Filters 640AELP)
in front of each APD to further remove all scattered laser light.
The fluorescence intensity temporal fluctuations are analyzed
with an ALV6000 hardware correlator, which computes the
second-order correlation function. We determine the average
number of molecules contributing to the signal by fitting the
analytical expression53 for free diffusion FCS.

For radiation pattern imaging amirror just after the dichroic
mirror directs the fluorescence emission through a bandpass
filter (690 ( 20 nm) on a camera (Kodak KAF-1603, CCD with
microlenses). The optical path between objective and CCD
contains only bandpass filtering (690 ( 20 nm), but no lenses,
and is about 1 m in length. In the backfocal plane (BFP) the
intensity distribution corresponds to the angular emission
pattern or “Fourier image” of the structure in the focal plane.54

We reconstruct a polar plot of radiated flux per solid angle by
averaging the radiated power over the azimuthal angle j and
compensating for the 1/cos θ response associated with back-
aperture imaging of aplanatic lens systems.41,42

For fluorescence lifetime measurements, the APD output is
coupled to a fast time-correlated single photon counting
module (PicoQuant PicoHarp 300) and correlated against the
electronic trigger output of the pulsed laser diode. The temporal
resolution of our setup for fluorescence lifetime measurements
is 120 ps fwhm. Finally, for measuring the antenna's influence
on the fluorescence spectrum, fluorescence was sent to a
spectrograph (Horiba iHR320) equipped with a Peltier-cooled
CCD detector. To measure the spectrum of the inner lobe of the
fluorescence emission, a diaphragm (2.9 mm) was inserted into
the beam path right after the dichroic and aligned with the
CCD. The diameter of the collimated beam of the entire BFP is
∼9 mm. The raw spectrum is normalized by the number of
molecules given by correlation analysis, which allows to directly
compare the fluorescence enhancement as a function of emis-
sion wavelength. The Supporting Information contains a full
setup diagram and a description of the measurement protocol.

Numerical Simulations. Full-wave calculations of radiation pat-
tern were obtained using the COMSOL 4.3 finite element solver.
As refractive indices we assume n = 1.33 and n = 1.52 for water
and glass and amodified Drudemodel ε = εb� (ωp

2/(ω2þ iωγ))
for gold,55 with εb = 9.54, ωp = 2π � 2.148 � 1015 Hz, and γ =
0.0092ωp . As simulation domain we use a cylinder with an axis
normal to the sample substrate that is a stack of water and the
perforated gold film, on top of which we place a hemispherical
dome of glass (representative real space geometry shown in the
Supporting Information). The simulation domain is closed on all
sides with perfectly matched layers (∼λ/2 thickness) and has a
radius of 2 μm (approximately 4 wavelengths). As source we
place a current-carrying dipole in the center of the central hole
mimicking the fluorescent molecule. For dipoles located on the
central axis, we can employ symmetry to reduce the computa-
tion load, having to solve only in the x > 0, y > 0 quadrant and
employing perfect electric/magnetic boundary conditions on
the symmetry planes as appropriate. We retrieve the far field by
performing a Stratton�Chu near- to far-field transformation56

of the fields that we calculate on the glass side on a spher-
ical cap concentric with the central hole, which has a radius of
1.33 μm (3 wavelengths as measured in glass) and is truncated
300 nm above the sample surface. It should be noted that in the
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presence of a substrate the Stratton�-Chu near- to far-field
transformation is not rigorous, and the results are hence a finite-
truncation radius approximation to the angular spectrum re-
presentation integral that rigorously describes radiation pat-
terns near surfaces. On the basis of benchmark comparisons of
this approach to theory for dipole sources above unpatterned
interfaces,57,58 we estimate accuracy to within 10�20%. We
obtain ensemble averaging over random dipole orientation
rigorously by summing the calculated angle-resolved far-field
fluxes over three orthogonal dipole orientations for which we
do the simulations. In practice we found that the z-oriented
dipole hardly contributes to far-field radiation in both the
hexagonal and square lattice, pointing to a large difference in
radiative LDOS.
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